Abstract. Research claiming a measurable link exists between HR practices and organizational performance is recognised to be under-theorised. Appropriate theory is unlikely to emerge and develop by researchers doing more, and/or better, empirical work. The current unwillingness to reflect on meta-theory, coupled with the preoccupation with empirical techniques, does nothing to encourage the development of theory. Our meta-theoretical reflection, especially upon the nature of theory, permits a working definition of theory and illuminates the further problem that research lacks explanatory power. Under-theorisation and lack of explanatory power manifest themselves in the Black Box problem and the problem of measurement without theory. We consider the work of three sets of writers who have explicitly attempted to identify theories that might provide the requisite theoretical insights.
Introduction
Whilst many empirical researchers claim to have identified a measurable link between an organizations' HRM practices and its performance 1 (hereafter the HRM-P link), some have explicitly recognised that research on the HRM-P link is under-theorised. 2 Some have tried to solve the problem by identifying theories that might, with some work, provide the requisite theoretical insights. Most, however, appear to believe that appropriate theory or theories will emerge and develop if researchers continue doing more, and/or better, empirical work -as the following two examples illustrate:
Although theory development is critical to the development of a discipline, a proliferation of theories and concepts can impede the accumulation of knowledge. Researchers should focus as much attention on generating a cumulative body of accurate and meaningful estimates of effect sizes as on generating new concepts and theories (Becker & Gerhart 1996 : 777, emphasis added).
To understand as opposed to measuring the performance, we need to make these linkages. There may be an association between HRM practices and company profit, but without some linkages, we will not know why: we have no theory. This implies that we need a range of types of performance measures (Guest 1997: 267, emphases added) .
Unfortunately, the outpouring of research over the last decade has generated far more empirical heat than theoretical light 3 and, moreover, the few attempts to identify theories that might provide the required theoretical insights (see below) have made very little headway. Research on the HRM-P link appears badly placed to overcome the problem of under-theorisation.
It is our belief that this worrying state of affairs is caused by a preoccupation with quantitative research techniques coupled with, and perhaps encouraged by, an almost total lack of meta-theoretical reflection. 4 Indeed in a recent survey of 467 articles on HRM, Hoobler & Brown Johnston not only found just one article on meta-theory, they also found that: 'statistical regression was by far the method of choice, represented in a full 35 percent of the articles studied. Various analysis of variance and meta-analysis accounted for 9 percent and 5 percent respectively, while correlation and structural equation modeling or confirmatory factor analysis respectively amounted to 6 percent and 3 percent ' (2005: 668) . It seems highly unlikely that the problem of under-theorisation, a problem rooted in meta-theory, will be resolved by continuing to neglect meta-theory. And this brings us to our paper. This paper is (to date anyway) the only attempt to engage in the kind of meta-theoretical reflection missing from research on the HRM-P link. It aims to demonstrate (a) theoretical underpinnings will not emerge and develop simply by doing more, and/or better, empirical work; (b) meta-theoretical problems besetting the paradigm are far worse than is usually recognised; and (c) attempts to borrow theories from elsewhere (within HRM and from other disciplines) has not been successful. Part 1 of the paper reflects upon, and defines, 'theory', focusing upon two important dimensions: prediction and explanation. Part 2 demonstrates that whilst research on the HRM-P link can sustain a commitment to prediction, it cannot sustain a commitment to explanation, so that under-theorisation and lack of explanatory power go hand in hand. These problems manifest themselves, further, in the 'Black Box' problem and the problem of 'measurement without theory.' Part 3 tackles the possibility that research on the HRM-P link might actually have a theory, but we have not spotted it because it lies either outside the HRM-P paradigm, or perhaps in a completely different field such as economics. The final part considers the work of three sets of writers who have explicitly attempted to identify theories that might, with some work, provide the requisite theoretical insights lacking in research on the HRM-P link.
Before getting down to cases, we feel the following point should be made. A paper that is highly critical of a paradigm, as this paper is, is bound to run into charges of being 'merely negative.' Theoretical critiques, according to Whetten (1989: 494) 'should propose remedies or alternatives…consequently, critics should share responsibility for crafting improved conceptualizations.' Whilst this is, in many respects, wise council, taken without reference to context, it could simply act as a gate-keeping device, inadvertently keeping criticism at bay, especially criticism aimed at the vary basis of a paradigm. To be asked to present a critique that is sophisticated enough to be at least plausible, and then be asked to provide an alternative as well, is simply asking too much of one paper. Indeed, because we are committed to thinking these problems through carefully, we have written another two papers in this critical vein (F & H 2006b, H & F 2007a) , and a third in a positive vein (H & F 2006a) . We are also currently engaged in writing a book on critiques and alternatives (F & H 2007b ).
Reflections upon the nature of 'theory'
Apart from Wright & McMahan, the literature on the HRM-P link 5 contains no reflection upon, or definition, of 'theory,' so we turned to wider management literature for a starting point.
Theories, if accurate, fulfil the objectives of prediction (knowledge of the outcome) and understanding (knowledge of the process) regarding the relationships among the variables of interest. Thus, a good theory enables one to both predict what will happen given a set of values for certain variables, and to understand why this predicted value should result (Wright & McMahan, 1992: 296) .
[A] complete theory must contain…[these]…essential elements…(i) What. Which factors (variables, constructs, concepts) logically should be considered as part of the explanation… (ii) How. Having identified a set of factors, the researchers next question is, How are they related… (iii) Why. What are the underlying psychological, economic or social dynamics that justify the selection of factors and the proposed causal relationships?...To summarize thus far: What and How describe; only Why explains. What and How provide a framework for interpreting patterns…in our empirical observations. This is an important distinction because data, whether quantitative of qualitative, characterize; theory supplies the explanation for the characteristics… Combing Hows and Whats produces the typical model, from which testable propositions can be derived. (Whetten 1989: 490-1, numbers added). 6 Whilst this literature is often ambiguous, a rough consensus seems to be evident to the effect that a theory has two dimensions: predictive and explanatory.
i)
Predictive dimension of theory. A theory consists of statements that deliver predictions in terms of relations between events. When theory predicts, it does so by asking 'What' and 'How' questions.
ii) Explanatory dimension of theory. A theory consists of statements that deliver understanding, a specific form of which is explanation. When theory explains, it does so by asking 'Why' questions and answering them by delving into the underlying causal mechanisms and processes in operation.
From this consensus the following definition seems to emerge: a theory consists (minimally) 7 of statements that deliver predictions in terms of relations between events; and statements that deliver explanation in terms of the causal mechanisms and processes responsible for generating these events.
Prediction and explanation
Armed with this working definition of theory, let us move straightaway, via just one example, to assert the uncontentious claim that research on the HRM-P link does have theory, at least in terms of the predictive dimension of theory. 8
To estimate the practical significance of the impact of High Performance Work Practices on productivity, I next calculated the impact of a one-standard deviation increase in each practice scale on…net sales…The findings indicate that each one-standard-deviation increase raises sales an average of $27,044 per employee (Huselid 1995: 658) .
A one-standard deviation increase in such practices is associated with a relative 7.05 percent decrease in turnover and…$27,044 more in sales and $18, 641 and $3,813 more in market value and profits respectively (667).
This study also provides one of the first tests of the prediction that the impact of High Performance Work Practices….(636 emphasis added)
Turning now to the explanatory dimension, we can find nothing in the literature on the HRM-P link that would pass muster as an adequate explanation -although we encourage the reader to digest part three below passing judgement on this point. It is important to understand that whatever the merits of formulating, and testing, hypotheses and predictions, this process cannot generate explanation. Prediction is not explanation as is often assumed. Indeed, it may be possible to predict without explaining anything at all.
Whilst doctors can predict the onset of measles following the emergence of Koplic spots, the latter do not explain measles. Whilst empirical researchers (claim to) predict improved organisational performance following the creation of certain HR practices, the latter do not explain the increased performance. Put slightly differently, a regression equation, even one with good predictive power, has no explanatory power. 9 Now, this under-theorisation and lack of explanatory power, manifest in two (related, but not identical) problems, namely:
The Black Box Problem. Because explanation resides in one of the dimensions of theory, research that lacks theory also lacks explanation and is, thereby, guilty of treating the workplace as a "Black Box". The sub-title of Purcell et al (2003) , Unlocking the Black Box, reflects this concern.
The problem of measurement without theory. Research that lacks theory also lacks an adequate rationale for the choice of phenomena that will eventually become the variables and is, thereby, guilty of 'measurement without theory'.
We hope, at this point, to have at least raised the possibility that the problems besetting research on the HRM-P link might be far deeper than is usually admitted. In order, however, to push our critique further, we need to show that theory cannot be obtained from outside the HRM-P literature.
In search of theory to underpin research on the HRM-P link
Some researchers attempt to provide a rationale for their selection of variables; others attempt to offer a theory in terms of the causal mechanisms and processes involved in the HRM-P link; and some point to literature where such a theory might be found, often outside the field or even the discipline. Let us explore these possibilities. 10
Reference to selection of variables and /or provision of theory To give some idea of where we draw the line, we would consider the decision to include a set of variables solely on the grounds that they just happen to bulk large in the literature to be inadequate. To exemplify: Batt (2001:10) 'included five types of supportive HR practice' because they are suggested by 'prior literature; ' Ahmad & Schroeder (2003: 20) base their selection on Pfeffer's 'seven HRM practices that are expected to enhance organizational performance; ' and Wan, Kok & Ong (2002: 34) 'decided to test six strategic HRM variables that have been consistently identified in the literature as proactive HRM practices.'
We also consider the inclusion of a couple of sentences offering a rationale and/or theory of the causal mechanisms and processes that govern any alleged empirical link to be inadequate. Laursen (2002) is a good case to consider not only because, at least at face value, he offers both of these things, but also because his work can be considered 'best practice.' In two pages, he aims to 'lay out, in general terms, some of the links' between HRM practices and performance. We cannot go through all two pages, so let us consider one of the variables he chooses; teamwork (TEAM). Teamwork, he suggests, can improve innovative activity because:
Team practices, involving job-rotation are likely to provide coordination advantages in the sense that engineers (or 'workers') perform several tasks and therefore understand the technological problems of colleagues better. … Teams often bring together knowledge and skills which -prior to the introduction of teams -existed separately, potentially resulting in incremental process and product improvements.
[…] Thus there are reasons to expect that the adoption of new HRM practices leads to better innovation performance. … For example, rewarding shop-floor employees for minor process improvements is likely to increase such incremental innovation activity. …Thus we would expect many new HRM practices to work well … only if accompanied with new, typically more incentive-based remuneration schemes.
In general and on a priori grounds, new HRM practices should be expected to be most conducive to innovation performance when adopted, not in isolation, but as a system of mutually reinforcing practices (Laursen 2002: 141-142 , emphasis added).
There are two difficulties here. First, the claims contained in this couple of pages are highly contestable and contested both empirically and theoretically. The problem is not that we happen to disagree with the claims (which we do) but rather that Laursen makes them without giving their contestable and contested nature a second thought. Given the substantial critical literature on teamwork drawn from case studies and stemming from work by industrial sociologists, HRM and IR scholars, Labour Process theorists and so on, there is a temptation to interpret Laursen's performance claims made on behalf of teamwork as at best naïve and at worst mistaken. Second, a crucial, if unstated theoretical presupposition, is that human beings are rational calculators and maximisers -i.e. homo economicus. This presupposition is replete with problems and we will say more about this below. For the moment, however, we can simply note that if agents are not rational, and, Laursen recognises they are not yet assumes this for analytical convenience, they the explanatory value of the theory is immediately destroyed.
Reference to theory from within the wider HRM literature 11
Some researchers attempt to offer a theory of the causal mechanisms and processes involved by pointing to literature outside the specific HRM-P literature yet within the wider HRM field. And this is, of course, a perfectly valid way to proceed -although whether it yields results is a different matter. Hiltrop (1996) carried out an extensive review of the theories and models that are often said to constitute the HRM field, and represents a good place to start. It is worth noting that Hiltrop first refers to 'models and theories' then to 'models and studies ' (1996, p. 629) . Then, as the paper unfolds, he is also forced to refer to 'perspectives' and 'approaches' as well. We will refer, generically, to accounts. We draw this linguistic slippage not to criticise Hiltrop, whose review is quite clear, but to note that his difficulties are difficulties anyone would run into when trying to summarise a literature that lacks theoretical precision. Reference to theories from outside the HRM field Some researchers attempt to offer a theory of the causal mechanisms and processes involved by shifting their gaze outside the HRM field -especially economics and psychology. Taking a multidisciplinary approach is not only a perfectly valid way to proceed, it is one we enthusiastically endorse. What worries us, however, is that the way it is carried out. Raiding other disciplines for theoretical insight, carries with it a series of risks. Let us consider a few examples. and utility analysis in industrial organisational psychology. Boudreau & Ramstad (1999) try to learn from 'financial and marketing arenas'. Between two literature reviews (the 1992 review summarised in the 1999 paper) MacMahan, Virick & Wright (1999) show that the following 'six theoretical perspectives' have been used in research on the HRM-P link: the behavioural perspective, cybernetic models, agency/transaction cost, resource-based, power/resource dependence, institutional, critical/Marxist, interpretive and population ecology, strategic reference points, human capital theory and last but not least, Foucaldian.
It is important to note that not all aspects of these other disciplines are drawn upon. This is, in a sense, inevitable, because researchers obviously only want to borrow relevant and/or compatible aspects. But the real problem is that the exclusion, is systematic. When for example, the discipline of economics is raided for theoretical insight, only mainstream, or neoclassical economics is drawn upon, especially schools such Furthermore, many other disciplines are dogged by theoretical and meta-theoretical problems at least as bad as those facing researchers on the HRM-P link. This is easily overlooked for the simple reason that we tend not to be as well versed in other disciplines as we are in our 'own'. Problems within the disciplines of economics and psychology with, for example, with the concept of rationality, do not cease to be problems when they are imported from economics or psychology into HRM -recall the case of Laursen above. Huselid (1995: 653) for example, uses 'traditional economic theory' to alert us to the possibility that 'the gains associated with the adoption of High Performance Work Practices cannot survive into perpetuity because the returns on these investments will be driven towards equilibrium as more and more firms make them.' Yet many non-mainstream economists either reject the entire notion of equilibrium, 13 or reject the very idea of a convergence to equilibrium.
Let us pursue the problems in more depth via the work of Ichniowski, Shaw & Prennushi (1997) gathered HRM data by conducting standardized interviews with HR managers, labour relations managers, operations managers of the finishing lines, superintendents, line workers, and union representatives in organized lines.
[They] collected supporting information from personnel files, personnel manuals, collective bargaining agreements and other primary source documents. We used this information … to answer survey-type questions about HRM practices and then to construct a detailed set of HRM dummy variables (ibid: 293).
The HRM variables are: Incentive pay; Recruiting and selection; Teamwork; Employment security; Flexible job assignment; Communication; and Labour relations. We elaborate upon two of these variables to get a flavour of how they are treated.
• Incentive pay consists of two variables (a) Profit sharing, defined as 'Is there a company profitsharing scheme covering the line workers?' and (b) Line incentives defined as: 'Are operators covered by a "non-traditional" incentive pay plan which applies across shifts of workers and which is sensitive to quality as well as quantity aspects of output?'
• Flexible job assignment consists of one variable 'job rotation' defined as: 'Do operators rotate across jobs or tasks on the line?'
Even supposing the site visits were very comprehensive indeed, they would still be superficial compared to the kind of ethnographic studies that attempt to gain a sophisticated understanding and explanation (answers to Why questions) of phenomena like incentive pay of flexible working -because an ethnographic study of each site would take months. This is, of course, inevitable and is a key difference between using qualitative and quantitative techniques. The key question, hoowever, is this: Whilst their paper does attempt to provide a rationale for the selection of HR and performance variables, and does attempt to explain the causal mechanisms and processes in operation, is the rationale and the explanation adequate? 14 The rationale for selecting their particular 26 variables is that they are 'the most common combinations of HRM practices in these production lines'. However, they also note that their seven main HRM variables just happen to be found in several economic theories (ibid: 295, fn 1). We leave it to the reader to judge whether this constitutes an adequate rationale: we think probably not. As a theory and explanation of the causal mechanisms and processes in operation, however, it is clearly inadequate because they offer no more than a mere description of the most common practices. Why these practices are linked to performance does not derive from the data they gathered on their site visits, and there is no recourse to HRM theory to provide an explanation.
There is, furthermore, a more pressing problem. The actions of human beings that constitute HRM practices are characterised by a host of tricky psychological, sociological, political, ideological and cultural factors.
Each one of the variables cited is multi-dimensional in this sense. To imagine for one moment that something as complicated as the practices involved with, for example, 'Flexible job assignment' can be grasped by something as crude as a variable called 'Job rotation' defined as: 'Do operators rotate across jobs or tasks on the line?' is spectacularly naïve. Even if operators can be observed to rotate across jobs, this provides no explanation whatsoever about why they do it, how they do it, under what conditions they are prepared to do it, under what conditions they might stop doing it or oppose it, the consequences arising from it, and so on. Even if it is associated with increased performance, we have no explanation for this association. What if the increase in performance come not from job rotation itself, but from the consequences of job rotation such as multi-tasking, multi-skilling, de-skilling, job enlargement, increased work intensity and so on? Nor does it explain how this practice compliments or negates other HR practices such as Incentive pay.
Escape to labour economic theory
There is, however, a possible 'escape route.' Perhaps labour economic theory (they cite Roberts 1990 and Kandel & Lazear 1992; Baker, Gibbons & Murphy 1994; and Holmstrom & Milgram 1994) can come to their rescue and provide the theory and explanation for the kinds of empirical relationships Ichniowski, Shaw & Prennushi's empirically estimate. 15 Let us consider this possibility.
It is important to notice that shifting from empirical research on the HRM-P link to the particular kind of labour economics research they cite, involves a significant meta-theoretical shift. Ichniowski, Shaw & Prennushi seem to pride themselves on the quality, and perhaps the realisticness, of the data they obtained from their site visits. Moreover, they are archetypical empirical researchers in the sense that they are extremely concerned to test their predictions against the empirical data obtained from site visits. The metatheoretical approach used in the labour economics studies they cite, however, is from an entirely different tradition. This is bit like trying to mix oil and water.
The models developed by these labour economists are examples of what the empirical economist Pencavel (1994) pejoratively refers to as 'toy' theories. 'Toy' theories are purely algebraic theories or models not designed to be confronted with data, but are pure thought experiments. The following comments from Kandel & Lazear (1992: 803-14) are designed to give a flavour of this kind of theorising:
Suppose that output from a group of identical workers is some function of each workers effort…To motivate the analysis we introduce a "peer pressure" function peer pressure = P (e i ; e j …., e N , a i , a j …., a N )
The peer pressure that worker I feels depends generally on his own effort, e i ; on the effort of his peers e j …., e N and on the actions that he and his peers may take a i ,…., a N …The peer pressure function is an attempt to formalize the discussion of tastes. By making explicit assumptions about P ( ), we clarify the exact nature of the tasted required to explain a particular behaviour.
Suppose that the world consisted of two types of workers: the social for whom P1 < 0, and the independent from whom P = 0…If one's type is known by the individual himself, does a separating equilibrium exist in which each type of worker prefers firms of his own kind?
Kandel & Lazear also ask us to: 'Suppose that, in addition to exerting effort, workers can monitor each other at a cost. Workers who are caught shirking can be penalized by their partners [by] mental or physical harassment'. They then define 'the expected penalty associated with being caught shirking' in functional terms and assuming that 'since all workers are ex ante identical, the choice of monitoring level k will be identical. Each workers chooses a 'monitoring level' and 'puts forth monitoring effort because he believes that other workers will increase their effort as a response.'
Many of these claims and assumptions are not only unrealistic and false, they are known to be false by the economists who employ them. These models are populated by agents known to be fictitious, inhabiting environments known to be fictitious, undertaking forms of behaviour known to be fictitious, and doing so for known reasons known to be fictitious. We will not waste time demonstrating that real workers undertaking real tasks, for real reasons in real workplaces are not like this, because this is freely admitted by advocates of toy models -who have ways other of defending this lack realisticness. 16 Whilst the use of known falsehoods for purposes of mathematical tractability is extremely common in neoclassical economic theory, its popularity does not make it right. We noted above that a theory consists, in part, of statements that deliver explanation. The moment known falsehoods enter a theory, however, that theory immediately ceases to provide the explanatory dimension, because bone fide explanations cannot include known falsehoods. 17 It does not require a sophisticated philosophical argument to demonstrate this, so a simple example will suffice. Suppose I tried to explain to my colleagues how I arrived at my office, and my explanation included the knowingly false claim that I arrived by magic carpet. My colleagues would immediately reject the explanation on the grounds that, whatever my reasons for making this false claim, even I did not believe I arrived by this mode of transport. It would not count as an explanation.
Irrespective, then, of any merits 'toy' theorising might have, it should be crystal clear that the metatheoretical tradition at work here is, or should be, antithetical to that used by empirical researchers. It is worth stating, for the record, that our criticism of these economic theories it not that we just happen not to like these particular ones. Rather, we consider this class of theory to be devoid of explanatory power.
Ichniowski, Shaw & Prennushi cannot, therefore, legitimately find the missing theory in this kind of labour economics, and the same lesson applies to other empirical researchers on the HRM-P link who have illusions in this kind of labour economics. 18 This 'escape route' is not available.
Three contributions from the HRM-P literature
In this section we consider the work of three sets of writers (Jackson & Schuler; Guest, and Way & Johnson) who have at least started to tackle the problem of under-theorisation. Jackson & Schuler (1995: 239-243 ) provide a list of theories drawn from sociology, economics, management and psychology that might potentially be relevant for theorizing HRM.
• In General Systems Theory (GST), skills and abilities are inputs from the external environment, employee behaviour is the cellular mechanism and organisational performance is the output. GST has often been criticized for its functionalism.
• Role Behaviour Perspectve (RBP) is a micro-social psychological, interpretive approach to studying the expectations of role holders in organisations. It has recently been used by StoneRomero, Stone & Salas (2003) to consider cultural and subcultural phenomena affect the workrelated 'scripts' that a worker is willing and able to use.
• Institutional Theory focuses upon explaining the processes through which internal and external pressures on an organization lead it to (a) resist change and (b) evolve and converge.
• Resource Dependence Theory (RDT) focuses upon issues of control of valued resources, and hence power. Whilst it is usually considered to be a micro-sociological, interactionist perspective, any form of theorizing than treats power as central, cannot ignore extensive work stemming from Postmodern and Foucaultian approaches.
Whilst these theories might, with some work, provide theoretical insights for empirical research the HRM-P link they do not sit easily with the kind of empirical research that drives the HRM-P link. Some theories presuppose a power-soaked, hermeneutic world that can be 'understood but not measured' as Sayer (1992) puts it and the very idea that notions of power could be quantified, reduced to a variable, and treated via empirical techniques would be rejected by most postmodernists. Others presuppose a world that is 'open' and unpredictable. Whilst unpredictability is not, for us, a problem, it is a problem for the application of empirical techniques that aim precisely to make, and test, predictions.
Jackson & Schuler also discuss Human Capital Theory, Transaction Cost Theory, Agency Theory and
Resource Based Theory, which we will not mention because they are dealt with in the section on Guest.
Whilst we have some sympathy with Jackson & Schuler's thinking, the theories and perspectives they consider do not lend themselves easily, if at all, to regression, analysis of variance, correlation, structural equation modelling and factor analysis and so on. In short, these potential theories are not consistent with the empirical approach of most research on the HRM-P link.
More than any other researcher in the field, Guest has sought to identify various theories, models, approaches and perspectives that might, conceivably, underpin research on the HRM-P link. In 1997 he identifies three broad categories of general-level theory (i.e. Strategic, Descriptive, and Normative) and a 'host of more specific and concrete theories about particular areas of policy and practice ' (1997: 264) . HRM.
In 1999 he identifies 'eight theoretical perspectives, representing five broader, though sometimes overlapping conceptual perspectives' (Guest 1999: 7) . The eight broad perspectives are Individual- Personnel; Human Capital theory; the strategic contingency approach; developments in theory and performance related to refinements in metrics to measure the impact of HRM on business performance; and developments that lay greater focus on outcomes of relevance to individual employees. Guest is clearly not enamoured with many of the theories, models, approaches and perspectives he identifies. In the following section we use a combination of Guest's own comments, and some of our own observations, to demonstrate that many of these theories, models, approaches and perspectives are most unlikely to provide the much needed theoretical underpinnings.
• Strategic and Descriptive theories of HRM are dismissed because they fail to 'provide much insight into how HRM policy and practice translates into performance ' (1997: 267) . Normative theories of HRM, have their roots in organizational psychology and lower-range, more specific behavioural theories specifically Expectancy Theory -which he describes as a 'theory about the link between HRM and performance ' (1997: 267) . Guest is a little unsure what to make of expectancy theory. In 1997 and 2001 it passes with no critical comment, but in 1999 he is troubled by the 'problems with the rationality assumptions underpinning expectancy theory and 'the residual problem of aggregating individual responses ' (1999:8 and 11) . For reasons discussed above, and related to the use of knowingly false assumptions (in this case, specifically the rationality assumption), Expectancy Theory cannot provide the missing theory.
• Guest damns the New Economics of Personnel with faint praise. 'One of the great virtues of economics is that it is very theory driven. A drawback is that the theory, at least in this context, can be narrow and simplistic (2001: 1093) . Being 'theory driven' is, however, not a virtue when that theory is narrow and simplistic. It is even less of a virtue when it relies, necessarily, upon extensive use of knowingly false assumptions. As we demonstrated above, once again, this approach is not really a suitable theoretical basis for research on the HRM-P link. The same goes for Human
Capital theory -we do not elaborate because Guest does not.
• Guest criticises the Strategic Fit approach because it does not 'address the black box ' (1999: 11) , which would seem to invalidate it immediately, as a potentially useful theory.
• Modest developments in theory and performance have occurred, according to Guest, in relation to 'a refinement in the metrics that can be used to measure the impact of HRM on business performance (emphasis added)' and he cites the work of Huselid. No matter how refined, however, a metric is not a theory. We do find it a little worrying that Guest can discuss 'refinements in metrics' in a section entitled 'Theoretical development ' (2001: 1093) .
• Under the heading Individual-Organisational Performance Linkages, Guest locates Expectancy Theory (which we have dealt with) and Action Theory. Whilst we have no particular objection to Action Theory (much would depend on the specific version under examination), and would not rule out its use in investigating the psycho-dynamics of individual action, even Guest realises 'the residual problem of aggregating individual responses ' (1999: 11) . The best we could say is that Action Theory might assist in explaining some aspects of individual behaviour in the HR theatre.
• Another area where Guest sees modest theoretical development comes from work that focuses on outcomes that are of relevance to individual employees and investigates their reactions to HRM (2001: 1093) . Whilst experience of the 'inside story' (Mabey Skinner and Clark 1998) is clearly important, this issue relates to methodology rather than theory: it is a comment on how to investigate any HR related issue. Furthermore, apart from the Mabey, Skinner and Clark collection, Guest musters support for the development of this approach with references to large scale surveys, thereby conflating the development of theory with the development of empirical evidence.
• Guest explains the strategic contingency approach as follows. 'In manufacturing, a high performance/high commitment approach may always be preferable since labour costs are a small proportion of total costs and high-quality labour can facilitate fuller exploitation of other more costly resources. But in services, there is still a strategic choice between the high road of investment in a numerically flexible, low wage, highly controlled workforce ' (2001: 1093) . Whilst these may indeed be sound observations, they do not amount to a theory.
• The Partnership or Stakeholder Perspective is rooted in Industrial Relations and centres around the need for some form of joint governance system to maintain employee involvement, facilitate meaningful two-way communication, minimise exploitation (1999: 13) . Again, whilst these may indeed be sound observations, they do not amount to a theory.
• Finally, when Guest refers to Personnel Systems & Staff Alignment, he has in mind Resource
Based Theory (1999: 12) . The essence of resource base theory (RBT) revolves around the claim that a firm's competitive advantage is generated by possession of a unique configuration of HPWS factors that cannot be imitated by others. Whilst we accept that some version of RBT may be the way forward, as it stands it is often (but arguably need not be) rooted in neoclassical economic theory 19 which, as we saw above, is beset by its own theoretical problems. Moreover, the very uniqueness and inimitability of the configuration of HPWS factors that allegedly generate competitive advantage, especially this included dynamic factors like entrepreneurial insights and tacit knowledge, would very likely make the discovery of a stable empirical link between some bundle of HR practices and organisational performance most unlikely. Whilst RBT may indeed be a fruitful way to proceed, a great deal more work will have to be done on the 'theory' aspect of RBT. 20 Way & Johnson's (2005) significant contribution to considering theories that might provide the requisite theoretical underpinnings, is to introduce Systematic Agreement Theory and (SAT) and Strategic Reference Points Theory (SRPT).
• SAT makes use of the notion of organizational alignment, defined as 'the degree to which an organization's design, strategies and culture are co-operating to achieve the same desired goals' (2005: 6). It offers a broad framework for understanding the ways in which organizational alignment (i.e. structural, cultural, performance and environmental alignment) should be analysed and made operational. Whilst this is a useful framework, it has a shortcoming -which Way & Johnson are perfectly aware of (ibid: 8). It defines the outcomes that, if met, would allow for organization alignment, but exactly what the organizations' leaders should do on Monday morning, to meet these outcomes is left either very abstract, or highly doubtful. Consider one example. 'Horizontal structural alignment is achieved when the system of HRM practices deployed…elicits, from its human resources, those behaviours (outcomes) necessary for…the realization of organizational goals and objectives' (ibid: 7). They go on to suggest that this could be done by motivating the human resources via performance-based compensation. Whilst it makes sense, at an abstract level to offer performance-based pay (PRP) as a way of aligning employees and employers motives, this is not only extremely abstract, many commentators would raise grave doubts about the efficacy of PRP. To gain more explanatory power, they turn to (SRPT).
• SRPT is an amalgam of theoretical perspectives like motivation theory, strategic intent and resource dependence. These perspectives provide a 'broad range of reference points…from which an organization creates benchmarks' (ibid: 9) which decision makers can use to evaluate choices, make strategic decisions, and signal their intent to other key personnel. They make use of two concepts: 'fit' and 'consensus.' Whilst this is also a useful framework, it has the same shortcoming What worries us about Schuler & Johnson's work, is that they seem poised to join the ranks of those who are prepared to accept the assertion that that theory will emerge and develop via more, and/or better, empirical work. They offer their framework as a means of providing researchers with a 'theoretical foundation from which they can generate predictive SHRM models' (ibid: 16).
Whilst we applaud attempts by these three sets of writers to identify the requisite theoretical insights (scores of other researchers do not even bother trying) without meta-theoretical reflection, they, and others, are unlikely to make little headway. Indeed, we see the following problems remaining.
i)
It is unclear what it is about the individual theories, models, approaches and perspectives, operating at various levels of generality specificity, concreteness or abstraction that allows us to meaningfully call them 'theories'. What, for example, allows us to label Expectancy Theory and the Partnership or Stakeholder Perspective as 'theories' when these two endeavours are metatheoretically miles apart? As far as we can see, there is no such common feature.
ii) If, we were able to identify an adequate theoretical foundation upon which to base empirical research on the HRM-P link, it seems likely that this foundation would consist of a combination of several theories, models, approaches and perspectives, operating at various levels of generality specificity, concreteness or abstraction all 'bolted' together in some way. Yet it is unclear how any attempt to 'bolt' all this together to form a coherent framework could be done on anything other than an ad hoc basis. Indeed, this is what we have at present and is precisely what motivates the very idea that the research is under-theorised.
iii) These two problems might well share the same origin. Advocates of empirical research on the HRM-P link, have not yet established what a 'theory' might look like, and, moreover, they are most unlikely to develop such an insight, because they are committed to the idea that theory (whatever it is) will emerge and develop via more, and/or better, empirical work. 21 
Conclusion
The idea that theory will develop via more, or better, empirical work has its rationale in the well-known idea of a cyclical research process. We start with theory, generate hypotheses from that theory, test these hypotheses (predictions) with empirical data and then return to the initial theory which is strengthened, abandoned or modified as appropriate. Whilst this cyclical process sounds plausible, and something like it repeated countless times every day in universities all over the world, its plausibility and ubiquity does not make it appropriate for research on the HRM-P link, for the following reasons:
• There simply is no theory, or coherent set of interconnecting theories, for research on the HRM-P link to start the initial phase of the research cycle.
• Without initial theory (a) we have no rationale for the selection of variables and, hence have Black Box theorising; (b) it is unclear what it is we are testing, and hence (c) we have measurement without theory. It is also unclear how hypotheses are generated in the first place.
• It is unclear how more and/or better empirical work can overcome the perennial problem that arises when theory (if it be) suggests the existence of a relation that cannot subsequently be found via empirical work, or alternately, when empirical work suggests the existence of a relation that cannot subsequently be accounted for theoretically. Huselid (1995: 670) for example, runs into the first version of problem.
But despite the compelling theoretical argument that better internal and external fit will increase firm performance, I found only modest evidence of such an effect for internal fit and little evidence for external fit…However, the theoretical arguments for internal and external fit remain compelling, and research based on refined theoretical and psychometric development ... is clearly required before such a conclusion can be accepted with any confidence…The very large theoretical literature in the fields of human resource management based on the premise that fit makes a difference cries out for more work in this area.
Recourse to this cyclical research process cannot rescue the idea that theory will develop via more, and/or better, empirical work. This does not, of course, mean that empirical work has no role to play in developing a theory or theories. It does mean that if research on the HRM-P link is to develop theoretical underpinnings, then maybe it is not only 'time to go back to the drawing board and take another hard look at the theory' as Guest (2001 Guest ( : 1105 puts it, but time to go back to the drawing board and take another hard look at meta-theory.' This paper has made a start.
